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An important point in regard to camber is its influence on the wear
of the road itself. On lighter-trafficked and the narrower roads the
tendency is to travel on the middle of the road; a high crown will
encourage this habit. It is clear that the reduction of camber with
the modern road surface is the best way to prevent vehicles seeking
the crown.
Another feature of wear on a well-cambered road is that caused
by the greater weight on the inner wheels; correspondingly driving
adhesion is reduced on the outer rear wheel The result of this may
well cause corrugations or disintegration of the road crust or skidding
under " greasy " conditions; it is easy to skid a vehicle under these
conditions by endeavouring to turn quickly towards the centre of
the road or by braking suddenly
Cross-fans for Different Types of Paving.
Suitable cross-falls or cambers for various kinds of road surfaces,
but with some headfall are given in the following table :—

Type of road. 
Average cross-fall. 
Water-bound macadam
Tar macadam ,
Bituminous macadam
„          asphalte, on cc
Sett paving on concrete
Concrete paving 
ncret 
e 


1m 24
linSO
1 m 36 to 1 in 48
1m 48
Im48
1 in 60 to 1 in 72 
A cross-fall of 1 in 72 may even be reduced to 1 in 96 (or J in. per
ft.) where the drainage is satisfactory and where no settlement is
anticipated. With these flat cross-gradients the centre may be
rounded slightly, although this is scarcely discernible.
The Parabolic Camber.
The parabolic camber is convenient for many road surfaces where
the channels are level. The shape gives cross-falls between points
as follows:—
 1.	Crown height
 2.	Point JD.*   .
Fall between 2 and 3
3.	Point JD,     ,
Fall between 3 and 4
4.	Point fl>.     „
Fall between 4 and 5^
5.	Channel
 0%
6-25% (below (1)
18-75%
25%
31-25%
56-25%
43*76%
100%
* B. « half width.

